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Oral History with Magda Salzer-Weinberger, Nov. 23, 1993 
Summary 
 
Part 1 of 2 
Magda Salzer, born in Balassagyarmat, Hungary (about 80 km from Budapest) on March 9, 
1913, the eldest of five children (three boys and two girls), describes: her early life and 
schooling; a close-knit family and a good life; moving to Budapest in 1937; saying out of a 
population of 18,000 in Balassagyarmat, about 3,000 of whom were Jews, none returned after 
the war; some having emigrated to Israel or the U.S.; Magda not experiencing much 
antisemitism as a child; liking Budapest and having gone there often before moving from 
Balassagyarmat; living in a very nice apartment in Budapest; not experiencing much anti-
Semitism until 1938; Jews not born in Hungary being expelled; Germans arriving in Hungary on 
March 19, 1944; marrying [before the war] and having a daughter; her husband taking a trip to 
the U.S. in March 1939 and being unable to return to Hungary; being separated until 1947; not 
being able to keep up with news and disbelieving reports of concentration camp atrocities; 
living under restrictive anti-Semitic laws; Jews being taken for forced labor; having to wear the 
Juden star; some who tried not to wear the star being arrested; her younger sister, Agnes, 
being active in the resistance; Jews being ordered to report to a brick factory, then being 
marched with thousands of others toward Vienna; Jews being ordered to surrender valuables; 
the guards on the march being Hungarian Arrow Cross members; many people who couldn’t 
keep up on the march being shot; being rescued by a gentile family friend, Bela Halasz; going to 
one of the safe houses set up by Raoul Wallenberg; her siblings being in the resistance, except 
for a brother, Lazlo, doing forced labor; being seized again and taken toward the brick factory; 
escaping and returning to the safe house; in about December, Budapest being encircled and 
shelled by Allied troops; creation of the Budapest ghetto and her parents being taken there; 
going into makeshift bomb shelters; hiding with her young daughter in a village [unidentified] 
outside of Budapest. 
 
Part 2 of 2 
She discusses not knowing where they would go after liberation; going to a house in Budapest 
where she found her sisters; being helped by a righteous gentile, Josef Toth; discovering that 
her parents were alive and had returned to their apartment, which was significantly damaged; 
having neither electricity nor running water; being with her daughter, her parents, an uncle, her 
two sisters, one brother (George, not then knowing the fate of brother Lazlo); the 
disappearance of an aunt during the late stages of the war; being reunited with her husband 
and immigrating to the U.S. in December 1946; her father dying before Magda left Hungary; 
belonging to a synagogue in the U.S.; brother George dying of leukemia at age 46; brother Lazlo 
following Soviet troops to Budapest, also dying of leukemia, at age 47; sister Agnes having a 
successful life; Agnes having past for a gentile and worked for the resistance; sister Ellie, who 
worked with Agnes in the resistance, leading a sad life and dying in 1986; her extended family 
not surviving the Holocaust; an uncle, a doctor who ran a sanitorium and hid many Jews there; 
the sanitorium being raided by the Arrow Cross, who machinegunned over 200 inhabitants; 
being very glad to have survived and having had a good life in the U.S. 
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